
P6 Homework Grid  
If you would like to deepen your learning at home, please find tasks to complete in the grid below.  

Literacy and English Maths and Numeracy Europe 

Research 
Research what life is like in another European country.  

Use the internet, books or ask people you 
know to help find out information.  Create 

notes or a mindmap to show what you have 
learned. 

 
Challenge:  display the information on a poster, as a 
fact file or in a video.  

Problem Solving- Mild 
 

 

Create a European playlist 
Listen to music from different countries in Europe. 
Create a playlist of the European songs that you like to 
listen to.  Compare your playlist with a friend.  Are they 
similar?   

Performance   
 

Learn a Scots poem or song at home.  Practice 
performing it in front of your family.  Make sure to use 
a clear voice, to use expression and to have good eye-

contact. 

  

Problem Solving - Spicy 
 

  

Design 
Create a pop-art picture inspired by Andy Warhol’s art.  

Pick an object and draw it 4 times using different 
colours and backgrounds each time.  

   
 
 

Imaginative Writing  
 

Create a story using one of the story starters in the QR 
code below.  Start by creating a plan of the main 

characters, the setting and the plot.  Then let your 
imagination run wild as you create your story. 

   

Mental Maths 
Practice your mental math skills online using maths 

invaders.  Challenge yourself to increase your level of 
difficulty each time. 

 
 

 

Create 
 

Create a model of a famous European landmark. 

    

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https://classroomclipart.com/clipart/Clipart/Reading.htm&psig=AOvVaw1U7iaUuUHxSANlWntRrbSp&ust=1603901625746000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCOC-0KuV1ewCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
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capture direction relation tension scene  cinema  nervous  previous  cuddly angrily 

figure caution fraction version scab  city  famous  religious  gently easily 

future emotion condition mansion scar  circus  hideous  envious  grumbly happily 

mixture action ambition inclusion scarf  palace  precious  devious  horribly lazily 

nature fiction addition revision screw  surface  previous  odious  simply luckily 

picture station attention extension scooter  pencil  dangerous  vicious  sparkly merrily 

unsure reaction education division scale  decide  enormous  glorious  correctly noisily 

cure question devotion invasion score  face  fabulous  serious  bravely readily 

lure nation   scroll  race  generous  previous  proudly speedily 

pure    scare  slice  humorous  obvious  suddenly cheekily 

          

puncture exploited pinned collision science  practice  marvellous  conscious  comfortably clumsily 

vulture obtained planned confusion scientist  concert  perilous  curious  miserably heavily 

adventure remained popped conclusion scissors  difference  poisonous  delicious  possibly hungrily 

premature repaired rubbed decision scribble  distance  ridiculous  furious  probably prettily 

furniture cemented skipped expansion scared  electricity  vigorous  glorious  wriggly steadily 

creature complained labelled occasion scrunch  recent  ambiguous  gracious  wrinkly wearily 

signature decided skimmed television scalene  cylinder  hilarious  infectious  suitably creakily 

insecure decreased admitted delusion scored  celebrity  monstrous  mysterious  terribly grouchily 

manicure entertained shrugged division scary  cyclist  dangerous  victorious  annoyingly grumpily 

reassure  imagined tripped exclusion scenery celebrate jealous anxious quietly cheekily 

          

duress achieved hopped transfusion sculptor  centimetres  poisonous precocious  graciously necessarily 

caricature acknowledged committed persuasion scandalous  certificate  adventurous  pretentious  affectionately bloodthirstily 

temperature participated marvelled comprehension scrounge  inheritance  ambidextrous  surreptitious  glamorously contradictorily 

manufacture exaggerated squatted apprehension scavenger  cigarette   tremendous delirious  frequently customarily 

architecture experienced chiselled explosion scientific  centipede  jealous  superstitious  absurdly daintily 

measurement anticipated cancelled concessions scavenge  circumstance  marvellous  nutritious  abstractly extraordinarily 

displeasure generalised permitted supervision scripture  centigrade  poisonous  malicious  productively honorarily 

neighbourhood consolidated conferred abrasion obscene  reconciliation  ambitious  tenacious  abhorrently momentarily 

treasure visualised patrolled cohesion conscience   magnificent   mischievous   suspicious absentmindedly queasily 

adventures diagnosed wrapped revulsion scenario  circumference miraculous rebellious formidably satisfactorily 


